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Abstract. Many auroral and sub-auroral phenomena are
manifestations of an underlying magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupling. In the electrostatic perspective the associated au-
roral current circuit describes how the generator (often in the
magnetosphere) is connected to the load (often in the iono-
sphere) through ﬁeld-aligned currents. The present paper ex-
amines the generic properties of the current continuity equa-
tion that characterizes the auroral circuit. The physical role
of the various elements of the current circuit is illustrated by
considering a number of magnetospheric conﬁgurations, var-
ious auroral current-voltage relations, and different types of
behaviour of the ionospheric conductivity. Based on realistic
assumptions concerning the current-voltage relation and the
ionospheric conductivity, a comprehensive picture of auroral
and sub-auroral phenomena is presented, including diffuse
aurora, discrete auroral arcs, black aurora, and subauroral
ion drift. The electrostatic picture of ﬁeld-aligned potential
differences, ﬁeld-aligned currents, ionospheric electric ﬁelds
and plasma drift, and spatial scales for all these phenomena
is in qualitative agreement with observations.
Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Auroral phenomena;
Current systems; Magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions)
1 Introduction
The present paper addresses auroral phenomena that result
from a tight coupling between the magnetosphere and the
ionosphere. Underlying these phenomena is an electric cir-
cuit that consists of a generator that acts as a current or volt-
age source, a load in which energy is dissipated, and elec-
trical connections between the generator and the load. This
circuit implies currents that ﬂow across magnetic ﬁeld lines
in the magnetosphere, that ﬂow up and/or down along mag-
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netic ﬁeld lines between magnetosphere and ionosphere, and
that close across magnetic ﬁeld lines in the conducting iono-
sphere (see Fig. 1). The discussion is limited here to quasi-
static situations, in which a fairly long-lived equilibrium is
established (a time scale of minutes).
It is assumed that the current circuit associated with major
auroral phenomena contains a magnetospheric generator and
anionosphericload, i.e., themagnetosphericelectrostaticpo-
tential is given and the ionospheric potential has to be deter-
mined from the coupling. The generator must be able to sus-
tain the magnetospheric electric ﬁelds on a time scale that is
long enough to set up the ionospheric conﬁguration. It has
been argued that, for instance, discrete arcs and subauroral
ion drift layers are indeed powered by such magnetospheric
generators (e.g., Roth et al., 1993; De Keyser et al., 1998;
Echim et al., 2007, 2009). Although one cannot exclude the
possibility of an ionospheric generator, as might be the case
for polar cap arcs and theta aurorae (Zhu et al., 1993, 2005),
that situation is not considered here. As the current continu-
ity condition at the heart of the electrostatic description does
not distinguish between both situations, much of the discus-
sion in this paper applies to either case.
A magnetospherically driven current circuit is character-
ized by four ingredients:
1. the magnetic ﬁeld geometry, indicating how the high-
and low-altitude conﬁgurations map onto each other;
2. the nature of the ﬁeld-aligned currents, as characterized
by the auroral current-voltage relation that expresses
how charged particles ﬂow between ionosphere and
magnetosphere as a consequence of the electric poten-
tial difference between both;
3. the electric structure of the generator, as quantiﬁed by
the magnetospheric electric potential;
4. the conductivity of the ionosphere, which expresses
how the (horizontal) ionospheric current ﬂows in re-
sponse to spatial variations of the ionospheric potential.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the current system above auroral features. The
current IG maintained by the generator closes via ﬁeld-aligned cur-
rents jk and a horizontal Pedersen current IP through the load in the
ionosphere.
The mapping between high- and low-altitude structures is
considered here to be given, although in practice it can be
very hard to establish, especially when tracing magnetic
ﬁeld lines that are near the open/closed ﬁeld line boundary,
and when the generator is far from Earth. This paper fo-
cuses on the role of the other three ingredients. Section 2
sets the stage by introducing the continuity equation. Sev-
eral current-voltage relations are presented in Sect. 3, and
their physical importance is illustrated in Sect. 4 for a sim-
ple magnetospheric electric ﬁeld conﬁguration. Variations in
the magnetospheric generator plasma manifest themselves as
changes in the current-voltage relation parameters; a typical
example is described in Sect. 5. The role of the magneto-
spheric potential proﬁle, the second ingredient, is explored in
Sect. 6. The importance of the ionospheric conductivity, the
third ingredient, is highlighted in Sect. 7. The effects of the
three ingredients are illustrated by means of model problems.
The paper includes a discussion of the existence and unique-
ness of solutions of the current continuity equation (Sect. 8)
and proposes a technique for solving this equation numeri-
cally (Sect. 9). The paper concludes with a summary of the
main features of the electrostatic description in the form of a
comprehensive classiﬁcation of auroral and sub-auroral phe-
nomena that is compatible with observations.
2 The current continuity equation
Lyons (1980, 1981) studied a one-dimensional model of the
auroral current circuit. Let x be the horizontal coordinate
perpendicular to the auroral structure (e.g., a discrete arc),
measured at ionospheric altitude, positive in the poleward di-
rection. With each position x, a high-altitude position ˆ x in
the magnetosphere can be associated by following the mag-
netic ﬁeld line. The function ˆ x(x) represents the mapping
between ionosphere and magnetosphere due to the magnetic
ﬁeld line geometry. Using this mapping, all spatial varia-
tions can be expressed in terms of the ionospheric coordinate
x. Lyons’ analysis starts from a given magnetospheric elec-
tric potential distribution ˆ φ(ˆ x)= ˆ φ(ˆ x(x)) in a frame that co-
rotates with the ionosphere. Current continuity at the top of
the ionosphere,
d
dx
IP =−jk, (1)
states that the divergence of the height-integrated horizon-
tal ionospheric Pedersen current IP is balanced by the ﬁeld-
aligned current jk; for the sake of simplicity, these are as-
sumed to be vertical. Hall currents are ignored here. IP is
measured positive towards the pole, while jk is taken positive
if the current is upward. The height-integrated Pedersen con-
ductivity 6P relates the Pedersen current to the ionospheric
potential by
IP =−6P
d
dx
φ; (2)
this equation is nothing else than the classical Ohm’s Law in
a resistive medium, which relates the potential drop along the
conducting medium (dφ/dx) to the current ﬂowing through
that medium (IP). The height-integrated approach is valid as
long as the current balance is made at the top of the iono-
sphere, since it is assumed that no horizontal currents ﬂow
above that altitude (Atkinson, 1970). The steady current con-
tinuity equation therefore is
d
dx

6P
d
dx
φ

=jk. (3)
In general both jk and 6P may be spatially varying. De-
pending on the level of sophistication of the model, they may
depend on the ﬁeld-aligned potential difference 1φ =φ− ˆ φ
and hence on the solution φ itself: The model then becomes
nonlinear.
3 Current-voltage relations
The current-voltage relation is the result of the physical de-
scription of the motion and acceleration of the electric charge
carriers, both positive and negative, originating in the iono-
sphere or in the magnetosphere. At the same time a phe-
nomenological approach to modelling the current-voltage re-
lation can be taken, allowing a more empirical study of the
current circuit.
A fundamental insight is that, depending on the sign of the
charge of the particles, a larger potential difference between
ionosphere and magnetosphere tends to promote or suppress
the ﬁeld-aligned motion of the particles, and hence the ﬁeld-
aligned currents (e.g. Knight, 1973; Evans, 1974). The cur-
rent contributed by each species s should therefore obey
djks
d1φ
≥0. (4)
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The current-voltage relation jks(1φ) is usually nonlinear, in
particular near 1φ ≈0 where there is a rather abrupt transi-
tion between promotion and suppression of parallel motion
of the charge carriers. The 1φ > 0 and < 0 cases there-
fore are treated separately. In the region where a signiﬁcant
nonzero current ﬂows, jks tends to be a smooth function of
1φ so that a Taylor series expansion around a typical poten-
tial difference 1φ0 is possible:
jks(1φ) = jks(1φ0)+
djks(1φ0)
d1φ
1φ
+
1
2
d2jks(1φ0)
d1φ2 (1φ)2+...
Truncating this expansion leads to a polynomial approxima-
tion of jks. The case of a linear approximation is addressed
ﬁrst, with or without the (often small) constant term. Then
the nonlinear case is treated, but rather than going to higher-
order approximations, the domain of the function is subdi-
vided and two different linear approximations are used de-
pending on whether |1φ| exceeds a treshold 1φ∗.
The simplest model is the linear current-voltage rela-
tion without constant term, which gives, for positive mag-
netospheric/negative ionospheric species,
jks =

0, 1φ ≥0,
Ks1φ, 1φ <0, (5)
andfornegativemagnetospheric/positiveionosphericspecies
jks =

Ks1φ, 1φ ≥0,
0, 1φ <0. (6)
The proportionality factor Ks is often called the Knight
constant. Following Eq. (4), Ks should be positive. The
Knight constant describes how the parallel current grows
with the ﬁeld-aligned potential drop that provokes it. It can
be deduced from a nonlinear current-voltage relation (Lyons,
1980) as Ks =djks/d1φ in the 1φ interval of interest. If Ks
is small, the species does not contribute much to the parallel
current, unless 1φ can become large. If Ks is large, however,
already a small parallel potential difference is able to create a
strong parallel current and this will have a decisive inﬂuence
on the overall current circuit. Consider, for example, the case
of electrons of magnetospheric origin. A potential difference
1φ >0 accelerates these electrons downward, giving rise to
an upward current jks. If the potential difference is negative,
these electrons encounter an electrostatic barrier and cannot
reach the ionosphere, so that jks =0. This is a major sim-
pliﬁcation since in reality the magnetic mirror force and the
nonzero thermal energy of the generator particles also play
a role. The Knight constant depends on source population
properties, such as density and temperature, as well as on the
geometric mapping between magnetosphere and ionosphere
(Lyons, 1980). If each species produces a ﬁeld-aligned cur-
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Fig. 2. Different current-voltage relations jk(1φ) for the auro-
ral current system (blue), with upward (red) and downward (green)
currents jk± carried by magnetospheric and ionospheric particles.
(a) Current linearly proportional to 1φ for both upward and down-
ward current regions. (b) Linear current-voltage relation with a bias
potential 1φb. (c) Linear relation with different bias 1φb± for up-
and downward currents. (d) Current–voltage relation with current
limits; the limit for downward currents is fairly low and starts from
a small1φ∗
−, while the linear relation can be maintained for upward
currents up to a much larger treshold 1φ∗
+.
rent of the type discussed above, the total ﬁeld-aligned cur-
rent is
jk =
X
s
jks =

K+1φ, 1φ ≥0,
K−1φ, 1φ <0, (7)
where K+ and K− are the sums of the Knight constants of
the positively and negatively charged species, as depicted in
Fig. 2a.
A more realistic current-voltage relation might be charac-
terized by j0s =jks(0)6=0. This is the case for hot magne-
tospheric populations, which may precipitate even in the ab-
sence of a ﬁeld-aligned potential difference as the particles
in the loss cone mirror at ionospheric altitudes. A nonzero
partial current at zero potential difference can also be cre-
ated by particles that evaporate from the ionosphere. Ex-
pressions (5) and (6) are then modiﬁed, so that for positive
magnetospheric/negative ionospheric species
jks =

0, 1φ ≥1φbs,
Ks1φ+j0s, 1φ <1φbs, (8)
andfornegativemagnetospheric/positiveionosphericspecies
jks =

Ks1φ+j0s, 1φ ≥1φbs,
0, 1φ <1φbs, (9)
where 1φbs = −j0s/Ks represents a bias potential. If this
bias potential is the same for all species, the total current is
jk =

K+1φ+j0+, 1φb ≤1φ,
K−1φ+j0−, 1φ <1φb, (10)
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where j0+ and j0− are the sums of the zero-potential cur-
rents j0s of all positive and negative species, respectively, so
that j0± = −K±1φb (see Fig. 2b). If, however, all nega-
tively charged species have a bias potential 1φb− ≥0 while
all positive species have a different bias 1φb+ ≤0, the over-
all current-voltage relation becomes
jk =



K+1φ+j0+, 1φb− ≤1φ,
K01φ+j0, 1φb+ ≤1φ <1φb−,
K−1φ+j0−, 1φ <1φb+,
(11)
with j0± =−K±1φb±, j0 =j0++j0−, and
K0 =
j0+−j0−+K+1φb−−K−1φb+
1φb−−1φb+
(see Fig. 2c). While the individual j0s might be considerable,
j0 tends to be smaller because of a partial cancellation of the
upward and downward current contributions. In general, if
all 1φbs are different, the current-voltage relation remains
continuous and piecewise linear.
A deviation from the linear behaviour is expected for large
ﬁeld-aligned potential differences: When a large current has
to ﬂow, the reservoirs that supply these charged particles may
become depleted. In order to achieve a dynamic equilib-
rium, thesereservoirsmustbereplenished, butthespeedwith
which that can be done must somehow be limited. For large
|1φ|, one therefore expects
 

 
d2jks
d1φ2
 

 
≤0, (12)
expressing that it becomes progressively harder to sustain
large currents. Such a current limiting effect may play a role
in the generator; depending on the generation mechanism,
there may be limitations to the maximum current that can
be produced. If the generator is a plasma interface (Roth
et al., 1993; De Keyser, 1999; Echim et al., 2007, 2009),
there must be a current IG across the sheet, which could be
produced by cross-ﬁeld diffusion or by a small normal mag-
netic ﬁeld component (De Keyser, 1999). A current limiting
effect might also apply to ionospheric electrons. A negative
1φ <0 could easily accelerate ionospheric electrons upward
and give rise to a large K−, especially since magnetic mirror-
ing would not be an issue as for precipitating magnetospheric
electrons (Carlson et al., 1998). However, this may be lim-
ited by the ambipolar electric ﬁeld that tends to retain the
electrons in the ionosphere (see, e.g., Newman et al., 1986;
Vedin and R¨ onnmark, 2005); Temerin and Carlson (1998)
argue that K− ≥K+. Also, if the ionospheric electrons are
becoming depleted, the ionospheric dynamics start to resup-
ply electrons, but that happens on a longer timescale so that
the conductivity is reduced considerably. A simple model for
a current-voltage relation that includes this current limiting
effect is, for positive magnetospheric/negative ionospheric
species,
jks =



0, 1φ ≥0,
Ks1φ, 1φ∗
s ≤1φ <0,
Ks1φ∗
s =j∗
s , 1φ <1φ∗
s ,
(13)
andfornegativemagnetospheric/positiveionosphericspecies
jks =



Ks1φ∗
s =j∗
s , 1φ∗
s ≤1φ,
Ks1φ, 0≤1φ <1φ∗
s ,
0, 1φ <0,
(14)
where 1φ∗
s is the potential at which the partial current satu-
rates. If the limits 1φ∗
+ and 1φ∗
− are the same for all positive
and negative species, respectively, the overall current-voltage
relation is
jk =

  
  
K+1φ∗
+ =j∗
+, 1φ∗
+ ≤1φ,
K+1φ, 0≤1φ <1φ∗
+,
K−1φ, 1φ∗
− <1φ <0,
K−1φ∗
− =j∗
−, 1φ ≤1φ∗
−
(15)
(see Fig. 2d). If the 1φ∗
s do not coincide, the current-voltage
relationismoredifﬁculttoexpress, butitremainsapiecewise
linear and continuous relation that satisﬁes Eq. (12).
More elaborate physically motivated kinetic current-
voltage relations have been discussed by various authors
(e.g.,LemaireandScherer,1971,1973;Knight,1973;Evans,
1974; Fridman and Lemaire, 1980; Pierrard, 1996; Vedin and
R¨ onnmark, 2004, 2005; Pierrard et al., 2007). These usually
involve expressions for jks that depend nonlinearly on 1φ,
on the properties of the source populations, and on the mag-
netic ﬁeld mapping. An underlying assumption of most of
these current-voltage relations is that the particles do not en-
counter any local phase space barriers in their ﬁeld-aligned
motion, i.e., that both the magnetic ﬁeld strength and the
electric potential vary monotonically along the ﬁeld lines.
In reality, the partial currents are not independent as quasi-
neutrality must be maintained along ﬁeld lines. Ambipo-
lar electric ﬁelds are created, which imply a non-monotonic
distribution of the electric potential along the ﬁeld lines
(Lemaire and Scherer, 1973; Temerin and Carlson, 1998;
Vedin and R¨ onnmark, 2005), and which can form effective
potential barriers for the current-carrying particles, possi-
bly leading to trapped particle populations (Newman et al.,
1986). The charge distribution along a ﬁeld line is also af-
fected by gravitational effects due to the mass difference of
upwelling ionospheric ions and electrons, and by the differ-
ence in mirroring altitudes of magnetospheric ions and elec-
trons (Schriver, 1999; Hultqvist, 2002).
4 Converging and diverging electric ﬁelds
Magnetospheric electric ﬁelds are very often associated with
plasma convection. Two adjacent plasmas ﬂowing with
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Fig. 3. Classiﬁcation of solutions for converging/diverging electric ﬁelds; see also Table 1. For each class a pair
of plots is given, showing the magnetospheric and ionospheric electric potential ˆ φ (black) and φ (blue or red) as
well as the ﬁeld-aligned current jk (blue or red). A constant conductivity ΣP = 5S was adopted. Both strong
and weak electric ﬁelds, || = 100mV/m and 500mV/m, are considered. Linear current–voltage relations
are used, with K− = 10K+ for corresponding converging/diverging ﬁeld cases. The current and potential
scales are the same for all panels. (a) A weak converging ﬁeld, with K+ = 0.008mA/kVm
2, corresponds to
a characteristic length λ = 25km and a maximum parallel potential difference ∆φmax = 2.5kV. (b) A weak
diverging ﬁeld, with K− = 0.08mA/kVm
2, produces a smaller ∆φmax = 0.79kV. (c) A strong converging
ﬁeld, with K+ = 0.2mA/kVm
2, leads to λ = 5km and the same ∆φmax as in the ﬁrst case. (d) A strong
diverging ﬁeld, with K− = 2mA/kVm
2, gives the same ∆φmax as in the second case, but with a larger
current density peak (blue); with a return current limit the peak becomes a plateau, the layer is wider, and
∆φmax = 1.7kV is larger (red, j
∗
− = −0.4mA/m
2).
Table 1. Classiﬁcation of auroral phenomena based on the properties of the current circuit for a simple converg-
ing/divergingelectricﬁeldconﬁguration. Theunderlyingassumptionsarethatthereturncurrentischaracterized
by a higher Knight constant than the upward current, and that it is limited to a relatively low maximum value.
magnetospheric electric ﬁeld |E| ∆φ sign |∆φ| ΣP ionospheric scale ionospheric phenomenon
converging weak + modest modest medium–wide (100–1000km) diffuse aurora
converging strong + large large narrow (1–10km) discrete aurora
diverging weak − small low medium–wide (100–1000km SAPS, SAID
diverging strong − modest low narrow (1–10km) black aurora
29
Fig. 3. Classiﬁcation of solutions for converging/diverging electric ﬁelds; see also Table 1. For each class a pair of plots is given, showing
the magnetospheric and ionospheric electric potential ˆ φ (black) and φ (blue or red) as well as the ﬁeld-aligned current jk (blue or red). A
constant conductivity 6P =5S was adopted. Both strong and weak electric ﬁelds, ||=100mV/m and 500mV/m, are considered. Linear
current-voltage relations are used, with K− =10K+ for corresponding converging/diverging ﬁeld cases. The current and potential scales
are the same for all panels. (a) A weak converging ﬁeld, with K+ = 0.008mA/kVm2, corresponds to a characteristic length λ = 25km
and a maximum parallel potential difference 1φmax =2.5kV. (b) A weak diverging ﬁeld, with K− =0.08mA/kVm2, produces a smaller
1φmax =0.79kV. (c) A strong converging ﬁeld, with K+ =0.2mA/kVm2, leads to λ=5km and the same 1φmax as in the ﬁrst case. (d) A
strong diverging ﬁeld, with K− =2mA/kVm2, gives the same 1φmax as in the second case, but with a larger current density peak (blue);
with a return current limit the peak becomes a plateau, the layer is wider, and 1φmax =1.7kV is larger (red, j∗
− =−0.4mA/m2).
different speeds ±v on either side of their ﬁeld-aligned inter-
face produce a magnetospheric electric potential of the form
ˆ φ(x)=|x|, (16)
where  = −|v ×B| is the electric ﬁeld strength. Such a
potential is often referred to as a single-V potential (see
also Lyons, 1980). It results from converging electric ﬁelds
when  > 0 and from diverging ﬁelds when  < 0. For
the linear current-voltage relation (Eq. 7) and for constant
height-integrated conductivity, current conservation (Eq. 3)
becomes
d2φ
dx2 =
K
6P
(φ(x)−|x|), (17)
with K =K+ or K−; the boundary conditions
dφ
dx
(±∞)=±,
dφ
dx
(0)=0
are imposed. The nature of the problem is such that either
1φ >0 everywhere for converging ﬁelds, corresponding to
upward ﬁeld-aligned currents and K =K+, or 1φ <0 every-
where for diverging ﬁelds, associated with downward ﬁeld-
aligned currents and K =K−. The ionospheric potential and
ﬁeld-aligned current are given by
φ(x) = |x|+λe−|x|/λ, (18)
jk(x) = Kλe−|x|/λ, (19)
where λ =
√
6P/K is an intrinsic length scale. The ﬁeld-
aligned current densities (and also the height-integrated Ped-
ersen current) scale linearly with the magnetospheric elec-
tric ﬁeld strength . The peak ﬁeld-aligned potential dif-
ference 1φmax = λ increases with λ for a given magneto-
spheric conﬁguration (given ): A high and uniform height-
integrated conductivity (large λ) does not support small-
scale structures, so that the ionospheric potential must be
smooth. A large Knight constant, however, does support
smaller scales (small λ) since it implies larger jk and hence
larger gradients of φ. The peak ﬁeld-aligned current, jkmax =
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Kλ = 
√
K6P, grows with both the Knight constant and
the conductivity.
Figure 3 shows the solutions for different values of 
and K±. All examples use a constant conductivity 6P =
5S. Figures 3a and 3b correspond to a weak magneto-
spheric electric ﬁeld  = ±100mV/m. Note that  is the
magnetospheric ﬁeld mapped to the ionosphere; the ﬁeld
measured in the magnetosphere would be lower. The
magnetospheric electric ﬁeld is stronger in Figs. 3c and 3d,
 =500mV/m. The Knight constants are chosen so as to ob-
tain length scales of λ = 25km and λ = 5km for the weak
and strong converging ﬁeld cases, respectively. For Figs. 3a
and 3c, K+ =0.008mA/kVm2 and 0.2mA/kVm2, respec-
tively. For Figs. 3b and 3d, values K− =0.08mA/kVm2 and
2mA/kVm2 were chosen so that K− > K+. This leads to
smaller length scales and a lower peak ﬁeld-aligned potential
difference for the diverging ﬁeld cases, as φ follows ˆ φ quite
closely, i.e., to strong localized downward currents.
The strong currents in narrow return current regions due
to a large K− might provoke the current limitation effect
discussed earlier (Eq. 15). As long as the peak current
jkmax =|jk(0)| at the centre remains below the critical value,
jkmax <|j∗|, (or, equivalently, 1φmax =1φ(0)<1φ∗) the
current is nowhere limited and the description of Eq. (17)
applies. From Eq. (19) it is clear that a transition to the
current limitation regime occurs when  = ∗ = j∗/
√
K6P
(when 1φmax = 1φ∗). When  is small, current densities
remain below the treshold, while for large  strong and lo-
calized ﬁeld-aligned potential differences develop that drive
the current density to the limit. For larger  >∗, jk =|j∗|
and 1φ =1φ∗ near the center of the domain. The current
continuity equation then is
d2φ
dx2 =
(
j∗
±
6P, |x|≤x∗,
K±
6P (φ(x)−|x|), |x|>x∗.
(20)
By requiring continuity for φ and dφ/dx at x∗, and by im-
posing the same boundary conditions as before, one ﬁnds
x∗ =λ(−∗)/∗; the ionospheric potential is
φ(x)=
(
∗
2λx2+∗λ(1− x∗2
2λ2)+x∗, |x|≤x∗,
|x|+λ∗e− |x|−x∗
λ , |x|>x∗,
(21)
corresponding to a current density
jk(x)=
(
j∗
±, |x|≤x∗,
j∗
±e−|x|−x∗
λ , |x|>x∗.
(22)
A typical solution for the case of a strong diverging ﬁeld
is given by the red curves in Fig. 3d, corresponding to a
maximum current j∗
− =−0.4mA/m2. The current is at the
constant maximum level for |x| ≤ x∗, and thus φ(x) has a
parabolic behaviour there (ﬁrst case in Eq. 21). The sharp
current density spike that occurs without current limit has
now been changed into a broader peak with a lower maxi-
mum current density. As a result, the ﬁeld-aligned potential
difference has increased considerably.
Bearing all these considerations in mind, Fig. 3 illustrates
a number of generic properties of the auroral current circuit.
The converging electric ﬁeld in Fig. 3a can be regarded as
driving a broad region of diffusive auroral emission, in which
a moderate upward ﬁeld-aligned current is carried by down-
going electrons; the precipitating electrons are accelerated
by an important 1φ and produce auroral emission over a re-
gion of signiﬁcant width. The diverging electric ﬁeld and the
typically larger K− of Fig. 3b, however, do not give rise to
strong ﬁeld-aligned potential differences. Hence, the iono-
spheric potential is very similar to the magnetospheric one.
This can serve as a model of the current circuit above the sub-
auroral polarization stream (SAPS) or the more pronounced
subauroral ion drift (SAID), where the strong ionospheric
electric ﬁeld produces an important ion drift motion in the
ionosphere. The stronger converging electric ﬁeld in Fig. 3c
creates a narrow structure with a large 1φ, producing lo-
calized intense precipitation typical of a discrete auroral arc.
For a diverging ﬁeld, as in Fig. 3d, a ﬁeld-aligned potential
difference develops only if there is a limit to the return cur-
rent. This can be considered to be a model for black aurora,
in which the role of the electric potential is reversed as com-
pared to the normal discrete aurora. A thorough discussion
of these different conﬁgurations and their relation to obser-
vations will be given in the conclusions section.
Consider now a current-voltage relation with zero-
potential currents (Eq. 11). Current conservation requires
d2φ
dx2 =
K±
6P
(φ(x)−|x|)+
j0±
6P
. (23)
It is straightforward to see that the solution now is
φ(x) = (|x|+λe−|x|/λ)+1φb (24)
jk(x) = K±λe−|x|/λ, (25)
that is, the same current proﬁle as before (Eq. 19), but with
a potential that is shifted by 1φb, so that 1φ →0 asymptot-
ically. A small bias potential therefore does not really have
a big inﬂuence on the overall conﬁguration; it is therefore
ignored in the remainder of this paper.
5 Imprint of magnetospheric plasma variations
It has by now been fairly well established that a magneto-
spheric interface that is coupled to the ionosphere may pro-
duce auroral phenomena (e.g., Roth et al., 1993; De Keyser,
1999; Johansson et al., 2006; Echim et al., 2007, 2009). Such
an interface often implies strong changes in the magneto-
spheric plasma properties and thus a change in Knight’s con-
stant. A simple model assumes that K =K1 for x <0 and
K =K2 for x ≥0. Current conservation is still expressed by
Eq. (17), but with different K on either side of the interface.
Requiring continuity of φ at the interface, and imposing the
boundary conditions dφ/dx(±∞)=± and φ(0)=φ0, one
ﬁnds
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Fig. 4. Magnetospheric and ionospheric electric potential ˆ φ (black) and φ (blue or red) and ﬁeld-aligned current
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used.
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Fig. 4. Magnetospheric and ionospheric electric potential ˆ φ (black)
and φ (blue or red) and ﬁeld-aligned current jk (blue or red) for a
converging electric ﬁeld ( = 500mV/m) and changing magneto-
spheric populations across the interface, expressed as a change in
the Knight constant (K1 =0.2mA/kVm2, K2 =1mA/kVm2). The
two curves correspond to φ(0)=2kV (blue) and φ(0)=4kV (red).
A constant conductivity 6P =5S is used.
φ(x) =

−x+φ0e+x/λ1, x <0,
+x+φ0e−x/λ2, x ≥0,
(26)
jk(x) =

K1φ0e+x/λ1, x <0,
K2φ0e−x/λ2, x ≥0,
(27)
where λ1,2 =
p
6/K1,2. Because of the sudden change in
K at the interface, the current is discontinuous there. Fig-
ure 4 illustrates the behaviour for K1 = 0.2mA/kVm2 >
K2 =1mA/kVm2, and for two different values of φ0. There
is an apparent asymmetry, with shorter characteristic scales
for x ≥0 (largest K). This conﬁguration can be associated
with a magnetospheric interface between a less dense (on the
left, small K) and a denser (on the right, large K) plasma of
comparable temperature, e.g., inside the plasmasheet. A dis-
crete arc is ﬂanked by a broad region of weaker emission on
the lower density side, as reﬂected by the 1φ asymmetry.
To properly understand the effects of plasma differences
across the interface, however, a self-consistent model of the
contact layer should be used, because the differences in den-
sity, temperature, and ﬂow on either side of the interface
all contribute to ﬁnite-gyroradius effects that produce small-
scale structure in the plasma distribution and in the electric
potential (e.g. De Keyser, 1999; Echim et al., 2007).
6 Role of the magnetospheric electric potential
Spatial variations in the magnetospheric potential proﬁle
ˆ φ(x) leave their imprint on the ionospheric potential and on
the resulting ﬁeld-aligned currents. One example, already
studied by Lyons (1981), is the double-V potential
ˆ φ(x)=

in|x|, |x|≤L,
out(|x|−L)+inL, |x|>L, (28)
which embeds an inner converging or diverging ﬁeld re-
gion with length scale L in an outer converging or diverg-
ing electric ﬁeld environment. Such a magnetospheric po-
tential arises when an inner shear ﬂow region is embedded in
the broader magnetospheric convection pattern, or it can be
produced by the microphysics at the center of a shear ﬂow
layer (e.g., Echim et al., 2009). Consider again the constant
conductivity case with boundary conditions dφ(±∞)/dx =
±out and dφ(0)/dx =0. Depending on in and out, 1φ may
change sign throughout the domain, creating an alternation
of upward and downward ﬁeld-aligned current regions. Fig-
ure 5 shows all possible classes of solutions, without (blue)
or with a return current limit (various colours); it is assumed
that the upward currents have no such limit or that the limit
is so high that it is never reached. Each class is indicated
with a code of the form XYs, where X is C or D indicating
a converging or diverging outer electric ﬁeld, Y is C, O, or
D, for strong converging inner ﬁeld, a weak inner ﬁeld of
the same type as the outer ﬁeld, or a diverging inner ﬁeld,
respectively; s is +, −, or ±, corresponding to a 1φ that is
positive or negative everywhere, or that changes sign.
Figure 5, left column, illustrates the possibilities for con-
verging outer ﬁelds. Class CC+, with a strong and localized
convergingelectricﬁeldembeddedintheweakerbackground
ﬁeld, gives rise to a structure with a width 2L, since the char-
acteristic lengths λ based on in or out are much larger. Such
a narrow structure could model a discrete arc embedded in
some broader diffusive auroral emission.
A different situation CC± is obtained by considering dif-
ferent values of K±; 1φ now changes sign. The upward
current associated with the discrete arc is now ﬂanked by re-
turn currents on either side (with or without return current
limit). In this case, there is a zoo of length scales that may
matter: λ based on in determines how spiky the upward cur-
rent at the center is, L is the imposed magnetospheric scale,
λ based on out inﬂuences the thickness of the return current
regions, ... Visually, this class would correspond to an arc
that is clearly delimited from its surroundings (at least if the
observer is looking along the magnetic ﬁeld lines, to avoid
line-of-sight effects).
The CO+ class is similar to the single-V potential of
Fig. 3c, but the structure is broader, its size being determined
by both L and the characteristic length λ in the outer ﬁeld.
When the inner ﬁeld is diverging (classes CD+ and
CD±), a double upward current structure is formed. Such
conﬁgurations serve as a model for a pair of discrete arcs.
The region between the arcs has either signiﬁcantly less up-
ward current (less or no precipitation) or a return current
(possibly with return current limit), which would visually
correspond a markedly darker region separating two bright
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Fig. 5. Solution classes for nested electric ﬁelds. Each panel gives the magnetospheric and ionospheric poten-
tial ˆ φ (black) and φ (various colors) and the ﬁeld-aligned current jk (various colors), assuming ΣP = 5S. Left
column, converging outer ﬁeld out = 250mV/m: (CC+) Strong converging inner ﬁeld in = 500mV/m,
K+ = 0.1mA/kVm
2. (CC±) Same inner ﬁeld, K+ = 2mA/kVm
2, K− = 4mA/kVm
2, without
(blue, j
∗
− = −∞) or with return current limit (red, j
∗
− = −0.2mA/m
2). (CO+) Weak converging in-
ner ﬁeld in = 125mV/m, K+ = 0.1mA/kVm
2. (CD+) Diverging inner ﬁeld in = −125mV/m,
K+ = 0.1mA/kVm
2. (CD±) Same inner ﬁeld, K+ = 1mA/kVm
2, K− = 4mA/kVm
2, with j
∗
− = −∞ or
−0.2mA/m
2 (blue, red). Right column, diverging outer ﬁeld out = −250mV/m: (DD−) Strong diverging
inner ﬁeld in = −500mV/m, K− = 0.1mA/kVm
2, with j
∗
− = −∞, −0.18, or −0.1mA/m
2 (blue, red,
green). (DD±) Same inner ﬁeld, K+ = 1mA/kVm
2, K− = 4mA/kVm
2, with j
∗
− = −∞ or −0.8mA/m
2
(blue, red). (DO−) Weak diverging inner ﬁeld in = −125mV/m, K− = 1mA/kVm
2, with j
∗
− = −∞,
−0.2, −0.145, or −0.08mA/m
2 (blue, red, green, magenta). (DC−) Converging inner ﬁeld in = 125mV/m,
K− = 0.05mA/kVm
2, with j
∗
− = −∞, −0.0625, or −0.05mA/m
2 (blue, red, green). (DC±) Same inner
ﬁeld, K+ = 1mA/kVm
2, K− = 4mA/kVm
2, with j
∗
− = −∞ or −0.2mA/m
2 (blue, red).
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Fig. 5. Solution classes for nested electric ﬁelds. Each panel gives the magnetospheric and ionospheric potential ˆ φ (black) and φ (var-
ious colors) and the ﬁeld-aligned current jk (various colors), assuming 6P = 5S. Left column, converging outer ﬁeld out = 250mV/m:
(CC+) Strong converging inner ﬁeld in = 500mV/m, K+ = 0.1mA/kVm2. (CC±) Same inner ﬁeld, K+ = 2mA/kVm2, K− =
4mA/kVm2, without (blue, j∗
− = −∞) or with return current limit (red, j∗
− = −0.2mA/m2). (CO+) Weak converging inner ﬁeld
in =125mV/m, K+ =0.1mA/kVm2. (CD+) Diverging inner ﬁeld in =−125mV/m, K+ =0.1mA/kVm2. (CD±) Same inner ﬁeld,
K+ =1mA/kVm2, K− =4mA/kVm2, with j∗
− =−∞ or −0.2mA/m2 (blue, red). Right column, diverging outer ﬁeld out =−250mV/m:
(DD−) Strong diverging inner ﬁeld in =−500mV/m, K− =0.1mA/kVm2, with j∗
− =−∞, −0.18, or −0.1mA/m2 (blue, red, green).
(DD±) Same inner ﬁeld, K+ =1mA/kVm2, K− =4mA/kVm2, with j∗
− =−∞ or −0.8mA/m2 (blue, red). (DO−) Weak diverging inner
ﬁeld in =−125mV/m, K− =1mA/kVm2, with j∗
− =−∞, −0.2, −0.145, or −0.08mA/m2 (blue, red, green, magenta). (DC−) Converg-
ing inner ﬁeld in =125mV/m, K− =0.05mA/kVm2, with j∗
− =−∞, −0.0625, or −0.05mA/m2 (blue, red, green). (DC±) Same inner
ﬁeld, K+ =1mA/kVm2, K− =4mA/kVm2, with j∗
− =−∞ or −0.2mA/m2 (blue, red).
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auroral bands. This might be interpreted as black aurora, al-
though that term is usually reserved for the case with a return
current only (e.g. Marklund et al., 2001).
Figure 5, right column, shows the corresponding cases for
a diverging outer ﬁeld. Different alternative solutions illus-
trate how the return current limit leads to a broadening of
the structure for the DD− class with decreasing |j∗
−|. The
various solution classes feature different combinations of up-
ward and downward current regions.
The conclusion is that fairly simple local electric poten-
tial variations, embedded in their broader environment, can
give rise to a wide variety of structures, including various
length scales. A lower limit on these length scales must nec-
essarily be the particle gyroradius scales. It is clear that the
ionospheric signature of a particular magnetospheric struc-
ture strongly depends on its environment.
7 Conductivity
The ﬁnite ionospheric conductivity characterizes the load in
the auroral current circuit. Within the context of the height-
integrated one-dimensional model described above, the dis-
cussion here is limited to the Pedersen conductivity. The Hall
conductivity is ignored here, as it is typically smaller and as
the ﬁeld-aligned currents preferentially close through Peder-
sen currents (although this may not always be the case, see
Robinson et al., 1987). It therefore makes sense, in a ﬁrst
approximation, to focus on the variations perpendicular to an
essentially one-dimensional auroral structure.
The main effect of the ionospheric conductivity has al-
ready been illustrated in Sect. 4: the length scale of auroral
structures λ=
√
6P/K depends on 6P. As photo-ionization
by solar UV is responsible for much of the dayside conduc-
tivity, while that ionospheric electron content decays during
the night, dayside auroral current systems tend to be broader,
so that less discrete aurora or associated accelerated electron
beams are observed during the day (Newell et al., 1996; Liou
et al., 1997; Shue et al., 2001; Hamrin et al., 2005). An ad-
ditional complication is, at least for auroral phenomena on
closed ﬁeld lines, that the magnetospheric generator drives
two current circuits, one in either hemisphere. When the
ionospheric conductivities are different, for instance, when
one footpoint is sunlit and the other in darkness, the two con-
jugate current circuits should lead to interhemispheric asym-
metries.
While the examples presented earlier assume a constant
Pedersen conductivity throughout the auroral structure, local
variations in the conductivity are also possible. The effects
of such local variations are examined below.
7.1 Spatially varying conductivities
A ﬁrst way to model the effects of local conductivity vari-
ations on the auroral circuit is to prescribe a spatial depen-
dence 6P(x). Let the conductivity 6Pin in an inner region
(|x|≤P) be enhanced with respect to the conductivity 6Pout
in the environment. Such an enhancement is expected be-
cause precipitation produces additional free charges in the
ionosphere. Given continuity of φ and dφ/dx at x =±P and
the boundary conditions dφ(±∞)/dx =± and dφ(0)/dx =
0, the ionospheric potential is
φ(x)=

   
   
|x| −
λγ(γ−1)
(γ+1)e2p/γ+(γ−1)e+|x|/γλ
−
λγ(γ+1)e2p/γ
(γ+1)e2p/γ+(γ−1)e−|x|/γλ, |x|≤P,
|x| +
2λγe
γ+1
γ p
(γ+1)e2p/γ+(γ−1)e−|x|/λ, |x|>P,
(29)
where λ refers to the length scale in the outer region, p =
P/λ is the normalized width of the enhanced conductivity
zone, and γ 2 =6Pin/6Pout denotes the ratio of the inner and
outer conductivities. One can immediately see that this cor-
responds to Eq. (18) for 6Pin → 6Pout (γ → 1), as well as
for p→0. The solution is depicted in Fig. 6. The blue curve
gives the constant conductivity solution for reference, while
the red curve depicts a typical solution for enhanced conduc-
tivity at the center. Enhanced conductivity implies a larger
length scale in the inner region (γλ), so that the ionospheric
potential does not vary much there. The maximum acceler-
ating potential 1φ
γ
max is modiﬁed with respect to its constant
conductivity value 1φ
γ=1
max =λ by a factor
F =
1φ
γ
max
1φ
γ=1
max
=γ
(γ +1)e2p/γ −(γ −1)
(γ +1)e2p/γ +(γ −1)
which increases monotonically with γ, but approaches F =
1+p as γ →+∞, i.e., 6Pin 6Pout. Indeed, for large γ,
the ionospheric potential in the inner region becomes essen-
tially constant, so that there must be a ﬁnite maximum factor
by which the potential difference at the center is enhanced,
and this factor must necessarily grow with p. A general con-
clusion that can be drawn from this example is that the ﬁeld-
aligned potential difference increases with the conductivity
at the center, but only to a certain extent. The ﬁeld-aligned
currents are more intense as well.
Equation (29) also applies to the case of reduced conduc-
tivity at the center. The limit for 6Pin 6Pout or γ →0 is
F =γ, i.e., 1φ
γ
max =γλ, where γλ is the scale length in the
inner region: The problem reduces to the case of a single-V
proﬁle with the inner region conductivity, while the outer re-
gion does not matter anymore.
7.2 Conductivity and parallel potential difference
Local conductivity changes tend to depend on the auroral
phenomena themselves, e.g., on the precipitation, so that
6P(x,1φ(x)) is a better description. This introduces, how-
ever, another form of nonlinearity in the current continuity
equation, besides the possible nonlinearity of the current-
voltage relation.
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Fig. 6. Magnetospheric and ionospheric electric potential ˆ φ (black) and φ (blue or red), ﬁeld-aligned current
jk (blue or red), and conductivity ΣP (blue or red) for a converging electric ﬁeld ( = 500mV/m, K+ =
0.2mA/kVm
2). The curves correspond to constant conductivity (blue, ΣP = 5S) or enhanced conductivity in
a central region (red, ΣPin = 50S, ΣPout = 5S).
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Fig. 7. Magnetospheric and ionospheric electric potential ˆ φ (black) and φ (blue, red, green), ﬁeld-aligned cur-
rent jk (blue, red, green), and conductivity ΣP (blue, red, green) for a converging electric ﬁeld ( = 500mV/m,
K+ = 0.2mA/kVm
2). The curves correspond to constant conductivity ΣP = Σ0 = 5S (blue) and a vari-
able conductivity ΣP = Σ0 + δΣ∆φ with δΣ = 2S/kV (red and green). The solution is computed by an
approximation (red, see text) or numerically (green). For the ﬁeld-aligned currents, the solid red line shows
jk = K+∆φ, while the dashed red line represents jk =
d
dx(ΣP
d
dxφ); the discrepancy between both indicates
the quality of the approximation. This discrepancy is consistent with the numerical solution.
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Fig. 6. Magnetospheric and ionospheric electric potential ˆ φ (black)
and φ (blue or red), ﬁeld-aligned current jk (blue or red), and
conductivity 6P (blue or red) for a converging electric ﬁeld ( =
500mV/m, K+ =0.2mA/kVm2). The curves correspond to con-
stant conductivity (blue, 6P = 5S) or enhanced conductivity in a
central region (red, 6Pin =50S, 6Pout =5S).
When 1φ > 0, precipitating magnetospheric electrons
produce additional free charge carriers in the ionosphere.
The conductivity depends on the energy ﬂux associated with
this precipitation, as this determines the production rate of
free electrons, and therefore the Pedersen conductivity de-
pends on 1φ (see, e.g., Harel et al., 1981; Lyons, 1981;
Echim et al., 2008). When 1φ < 0, electrons may be re-
moved from the ionosphere to a certain extent, lowering
the conductivity. In both cases ionospheric winds convect-
ing charge carriers into/out of the arc, diffusion, and photo-
ionization (on the day side) affect the net conductivity.
Introducing the dependence of the conductivity on the
ﬁeld-aligned potential difference into the current continuity
condition (Eq. 3) leads to
6P
d2φ
dx2 +
"
∂6P
∂x
+
∂6P
∂1φ
 
dφ
dx
−
d ˆ φ
dx
!#
dφ
dx
=jk, (30)
which is a nonlinear ordinary differential equation. Consider,
for instance, a linear relation between 6P and 1φ of the form
6P =60+δ61φ, (31)
with δ6 rather small. This is only a model choice aimed
at obtaining an analytical expression for the solution, rather
than the result of a linearization procedure. Inserting such a
variable 6P into Eq. (30), and focusing on the case of con-
verging electric ﬁelds and a linear current-voltage relation,
one obtains (for x >0)
[1+τ2(φ−x)]
d2φ
dx2 +τ2(
dφ
dx
−)
dφ
dx
=σ2(φ−x), (32)
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Fig. 6. Magnetospheric and ionospheric electric potential ˆ φ (black) and φ (blue or red), ﬁeld-aligned current
jk (blue or red), and conductivity ΣP (blue or red) for a converging electric ﬁeld ( = 500mV/m, K+ =
0.2mA/kVm
2). The curves correspond to constant conductivity (blue, ΣP = 5S) or enhanced conductivity in
a central region (red, ΣPin = 50S, ΣPout = 5S).
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Fig. 7. Magnetospheric and ionospheric electric potential ˆ φ (black) and φ (blue, red, green), ﬁeld-aligned cur-
rent jk (blue, red, green), and conductivity ΣP (blue, red, green) for a converging electric ﬁeld ( = 500mV/m,
K+ = 0.2mA/kVm
2). The curves correspond to constant conductivity ΣP = Σ0 = 5S (blue) and a vari-
able conductivity ΣP = Σ0 + δΣ∆φ with δΣ = 2S/kV (red and green). The solution is computed by an
approximation (red, see text) or numerically (green). For the ﬁeld-aligned currents, the solid red line shows
jk = K+∆φ, while the dashed red line represents jk =
d
dx(ΣP
d
dxφ); the discrepancy between both indicates
the quality of the approximation. This discrepancy is consistent with the numerical solution.
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Fig. 7. Magnetospheric and ionospheric electric potential ˆ φ (black)
and φ (blue, red, green), ﬁeld-aligned current jk (blue, red, green),
and conductivity 6P (blue, red, green) for a converging electric
ﬁeld ( = 500mV/m, K+ = 0.2mA/kVm2). The curves corre-
spond to constant conductivity 6P = 60 = 5S (blue) and a vari-
able conductivity 6P = 60 +δ61φ with δ6 = 2S/kV (red and
green). The solution is computed by an approximation (red, see
text) or numerically (green). For the ﬁeld-aligned currents, the solid
red line shows jk = K+1φ, while the dashed red line represents
jk =d(6Pdφ/dx)/dx; the discrepancy between both indicates the
quality of the approximation. This discrepancy is consistent with
the numerical solution.
in which σ2 =K/60 and τ2 =δ6/60. This nonlinear equa-
tion cannot be solved analytically. An approximate solu-
tion can be obtained by subdividing the interval in inner
and outer regions at points ±x∗. For |x| > x∗, 6P ≈ 60,
allowing the solution with exponentially decaying poten-
tial difference as before, satisfying the boundary condition
dφ(±∞)/dx =±. For small |x|, the solution can be writ-
ten as a polynomial of order m > 3. Inserting this polyno-
mial in the differential equation leads to a second-order re-
currence relation for its coefﬁcients. The boundary condi-
tion dφ(0)/dx =0 is imposed, and one determines the coef-
ﬁcients of order m−2, m−1 and m by requiring continuity
of φ, dφ/dx, and d2φ/dx2 at x∗. A typical result is shown
in Fig. 7, for 60 =5S and δ6 =2S/kV, obtained with a 7-
th order polynomial. The quality of the approximation de-
grades as δ6 becomes larger. This quality can be assessed
by comparing jk computed from the current-voltage relation
(solid red line) and from ﬁlling in the approximate φ in the
left hand side of Eq. (30) (dashed red line), both of which
are slightly different. The ﬁgure also gives the numerical
solution (green). The difference between the two ways of
computing the currents in the approximate solution is of the
same order as their difference from the numerical solution.
Figure 7 illustrates how the conductivity reaches a peak
in the region of strong upward currents (due to precipitating
magnetospheric electrons), thereby further enhancing 1φ
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Fig. 8. Magnetospheric and ionospheric electric potential ˆ φ (black) and φ (blue and red) and ﬁeld-aligned
current jk (blue and red) for a converging electric ﬁeld ( = 500mV/m), a conductivity of ΣP = 20S, and a
nonmonotonic current–voltage relation jk = K+∆φ for ∆φ < ∆φ
∗ and jk = 2K+∆φ
∗ − K+∆φ for higher
parallel potential drop. Dotted black lines indicate ∆φ = ∆φ
∗ (where the current is maximum) and 2∆φ
∗
(where the current is zero), with K+ = 2mA/kVm
2 and ∆φ
∗ = 1.25kV. The two curves correspond to two
different solutions for the same boundary conditions.
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Fig. 8. Magnetospheric and ionospheric electric potential ˆ φ (black)
and φ (blue and red) and ﬁeld-aligned current jk (blue and red) for
a converging electric ﬁeld ( =500mV/m), a conductivity of 6P =
20S, and a nonmonotonic current-voltage relation jk =K+1φ for
1φ < 1φ∗ and jk = 2K+1φ∗ −K+1φ for higher parallel po-
tential drop. Dotted black lines indicate 1φ = 1φ∗ (where the
current is maximum) and 21φ∗ (where the current is zero), with
K+ =2mA/kVm2 and 1φ∗ =1.25kV. The two curves correspond
to two different solutions for the same boundary conditions.
and jk. This type of ionospheric feedback on the auroral cur-
rent system has been addressed in the past (e.g., Southwood
and Wolf, 1978; Newell et al., 1996). It has been studied in
detail in the context of quasi-static models by Echim et al.
(2008). As a consequence, the peak current density increases
and the width of the structure is reduced, although that effect
becomes apparent only for more dramatic conductivity en-
hancements. A similar feedback exists for the return current
regions, where the conductivity is reduced by an evacuation
of electrons from the ionosphere.
8 Existence of a unique solution
In the case of constant conductivity and a linear current-
voltage relation, and for a magnetospheric potential proﬁle
ˆ φ that is piecewise linear in different regions of space, one
can consider the solution in each region: Since d2 ˆ φ/dx2 =0,
d2φ/dx2 =d21φ/dx2 so that the current conservation equa-
tion can be expressed as
d2
dx21φ =
K±
6P
1φ
which has either sine- or exponential-type solutions, depend-
ing on the sign of the Knight constant. One can then try to
match the solutions in the different regions. When the over-
all current-voltage relation is not linear (e.g., it could be only
piecewise linear), and in particular for nonmonotonic rela-
tionships where ∂jk/∂1φ <0, uniqueness is no longer guar-
anteed. As an example, consider
jk =

K+1φ, 1φ ≤1φ∗,
2K+1φ∗−K+1φ, 1φ∗ <1φ, (33)
with K+ >0, in which the current ﬁrst grows with 1φ, then
decreases starting from 1φ∗, and eventually becomes nega-
tive at 21φ∗. Figure 8 shows two solutions for a converging
electric ﬁeld conﬁguration. For the parameter values used
in this example, there is no solution with 1φ <1φ∗ every-
where. Writing down Eq. (17) for the regions where 1φ is
larger or smaller than 1φ∗, corresponding to both cases in
the current-voltage relation, imposing the boundary condi-
tions dφ(0)/dx = 0 and dφ(±∞)/dx = ±, and imposing
continuity of φ and dφ/dx at the point ξ where 1φ =1φ∗,
leads to a nonlinear equation for ξ. This equation may have
zero, one, or more solutions; in the present example there
are (at least) two, as depicted in the ﬁgure. The ﬁrst solution
(blue) has jk >0 everywhere; the second solution (red) has
jk <0 at the center so that d2φ/dx2 changes sign. Note that
the parameters have been chosen to produce a clear example,
rather than being particularly physically relevant.
One may ask whether this type of current-voltage relation
is not an abnormal one. Indeed, if property (4) holds for each
population s, then the overall current-voltage relation must
satisfy that property too since
∂jk
∂1φ
=
X
s
∂jks
∂1φ
>0.
As discussed in Sect. 3, such a monotonic behaviour is ex-
pected to be characteristic of the auroral current system, cer-
tainly for larger |1φ|.
The issue of solution existence and uniqueness becomes
less obvious when the conductivity depends on the solution.
This form of nonlinearity is harder to deal with. One would
expect that the existence and uniqueness of a solution are
guaranteed if the conductivity does not depend too sensi-
tively on the solution, since this is close to the constant con-
ductivity case. In reality, however, the conductivity can be
quite sensitive. It appears that solutions often exist (e.g., the
solutions presented by Lyons, 1980; Echim et al., 2008), but
it is difﬁcult to show that these are unique.
9 Numerical solution of the current continuity equation
The numerical solution of the current continuity equation
is affected by the nonlinear nature of jk(x,1φ) and of
6P(x,1φ). The numerical scheme outlined below treats
both sources of nonlinearity differently.
Starting with an initial solution φ[0] and conductivity pro-
ﬁle 6
[0]
P (x) = 6P(x,φ[0]− ˆ φ), an improved solution φ[l] is
computed in an outer iteration for l = 1,2,... and the con-
ductivity proﬁle 6
[l]
P (x)=6P(x,φ[l]− ˆ φ) is updated accord-
ingly, until the conductivity proﬁle does not signiﬁcantly
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change any more. The solution to the problem is then found.
A damped iteration scheme can be used to avoid problems
with the nonlinearity.
In each step, a solution has to be computed for a problem
in which 6
[l]
P (x) is given, i.e., where ∂6P/∂1φ =0, so that
only the nonlinearity due to the current-voltage relation has
to be dealt with. To that end, a Newton method can be used,
which requires an inner iteration. Assume that an approxi-
mate solution φ(k)(x) to the current continuity equation
d
dx

6P(x)
dφ
dx

=j(x,1φ) (34)
is known. It can be improved by doing an update
φ(k+1)(x)=φ(k)(x)+δφ(k)(x), (35)
where correction δφ(k)(x) is found from linearizing Eq. (34):
6P(x)
d2δφ(k)
dx2 +
d6P(x)
dx
dδφ(k)
dx
−
∂jk(x,φ(k)−ˆ φ)
∂1φ
δφ(k)
≈ j(x,φ(k)−ˆ φ)−6P(x)
d2φ(k)
dx2 −
d6P(x)
dx
dφ(k)
dx
;
the approximation is exact if jk depends linearly on 1φ. A
straightforward second-order accurate discretization in a set
of equidistant points xi with spacing h is
(6P ,i +
6P ,i+1−6P ,i−1
4
)δφ
(k)
i+1
− (26P ,i +h2 ∂jki
∂1φ
)δφ
(k)
i
+ (6P ,i −
6P ,i+1−6P ,i−1
4
)δφ
(k)
i−1
= h2jki −6P ,i(φ
(k)
i+1−2φ
(k)
i +φ
(k)
i−1)
−
6P ,i+1−6P ,i−1
2
φ
(k)
i+1−φ
(k)
i−1
2
, (36)
which (together with the boundary conditions) forms a linear
system for the discretized correction. As the discretization is
reﬁned (h→0), the coefﬁcient matrix becomes more diag-
onal dominant, so that a unique solution exists in the neigh-
borhood of the initial guess: Starting this Newton technique
from φ(0) =φ[l], successive improvements are obtained un-
til φ(k) converges. A damped Newton update with damping
factor ω∈[0,1) is then obtained by taking
φ[l+1] =ωφ[l]+(1−ω)φ(k).
When ω=0 (no damping), the improved solution is taken as
the starting point for the next outer iteration step, while for
ω >0 a more conservative choice is made in the sense that
the solution of the previous outer iteration step is not com-
pletely abandoned; this is a well-known technique to enlarge
the domain of convergence of the Newton iteration.
The proposed nested iteration method is quite efﬁcient, es-
pecially if one accounts for the fact that the inner iteration
has to be solved only to an accuracy of the order of the cur-
rent precision of the outer iteration. In addition, an intelli-
gent use of damping with an adaptive choice of ω offers a
good combination between robustness and computational ef-
ﬁciency. The numerical solution in Fig. 7 (green) has been
computed with this technique.
This semi-Newton method (Newton for the jk nonlinear-
ity, a damped update for the 6P nonlinearity) requires the
computation of ∂jk/∂1φ (which is usually available), but
it avoids the need for an explicit expression for ∂6P/∂1φ.
That might be useful if the ionospheric conductivity itself is
computed from a simulation.
10 Conclusions
Auroral phenomena are manifestations of multi-scale dy-
namics in the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere system.
This coupling can be described by an auroral electric current
circuit, which is intimately linked to the transport of particles
and energy in the system and which therefore has a decisive
inﬂuence on the main properties of auroral features. In this
paper, we have described the current continuity equation and
its main properties, in terms of the properties of the genera-
tor electrostatic potential, of the current-voltage relation de-
scribing the magnetosphere–ionosphere connection, and of
the load. We have examined the role of the different physical
elements in the current circuit by means of model problems.
In Sect. 4 we have shown how the interplay between prop-
erties of the current-voltage relation (Knight constant, cur-
rent limit) and of the magnetospheric potential (weak or
strong converging or diverging ﬁelds) is capable, even in the
context of a very simple model, to explain the major prop-
erties of diffuse aurora, discrete auroral arcs, subauroral ion
drift, and black aurora. An overview of the conclusions is
presented in Table 1. This table classiﬁes auroral phenomena
based on the properties of the associated current circuit. This
classiﬁcation is robust, in the sense that typical variations in
ionospheric conductivity or plasma populations do not alter
the results qualitatively. The fundamental assumptions are
1. that the Knight constant must be higher for the return
current than for the upward current, and
2. that there is a relatively low limit to the return current.
As discussed in Sect. 3, both assumptions appear to be quite
reasonable. We have shown that these assumptions lead to a
classiﬁcation of auroral phenomena based on the properties
of the electrostatic current circuit (see Table 1), that matches
a large number of observed features of the magnetosphere-
ionosphere coupling.
1. For converging electric ﬁelds, the Knight constant and
the ionospheric conductivity lead to ﬁeld-aligned poten-
tial drops that can accelerate the precipitating magne-
tospheric electrons and upgoing ionospheric ions; this
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Table 1. Classiﬁcation of auroral phenomena based on the properties of the current circuit for a simple converging/diverging electric ﬁeld
conﬁguration. The underlying assumptions are that the return current is characterized by a higher Knight constant than the upward current,
and that it is limited to a relatively low maximum value.
magnetospheric electric ﬁeld |E| 1φ sign |1φ| 6P ionospheric scale ionospheric phenomenon
converging weak + modest modest medium–wide (100–1000km) diffuse aurora
converging strong + large large narrow (1–10km) discrete aurora
diverging weak − small low medium–wide (100–1000km SAPS, SAID
diverging strong − modest low narrow (1–10km) black aurora
will enhance the free electron content and the conduc-
tivity in the ionosphere. Such conﬁgurations may lead
to diffuse aurora. The importance of these accelerating
parallel electric ﬁelds has been recognized for a long
time (e.g. Lyons, 1980; Feldstein and Galperin, 1985;
Galperin and Feldshtein, 1989; Block and F¨ althammar,
1990), although there still remain uncertainties such as
to what altitudes these ﬁelds actually extend (Johansson
et al., 2009).
2. Stronger converging ﬁelds lead to higher parallel poten-
tial differences, stronger upward ﬁeld-aligned currents,
even higher ionospheric conductivity, and accelerated
upgoing ions, all typical of discrete auroral arcs (e.g.
Lyons, 1981; Carlson et al., 1998; Vaivads et al., 2003;
Figueiredo et al., 2005; Lil´ eo et al., 2008; Echim et al.,
2009). A statistical study by Johansson et al. (2007)
points out that the scale sizes of intense electric ﬁeld
signatures, of the ﬁeld-aligned currents, and of the den-
sity gradients observed above the auroral zone at 5–
7RE geocentric distance were compatible, supporting
the overall picture of a magnetospheric interface asso-
ciated with the arc structure, and determining its thick-
ness. The association of magnetospheric interfaces with
thesestrongelectricﬁeldshasbeendemonstratedinvar-
ious case studies (e.g. Vaivads et al., 2003; Johansson
et al., 2006; Kullen et al., 2008; Lil´ eo et al., 2008). Note
that the electrostatic model presented here predicts that
transverse ionospheric electric ﬁelds can exist on both
sides of an arc, which must give rise to oppositely di-
rected plasma convection along the arc (Kullen et al.,
2008).
3. The large Knight constant in the return current region
strongly suppresses ﬁeld-aligned potential differences
for diverging ﬁelds. The consequence is that in such
cases the magnetospheric potential is simply mapped
onto the ionosphere, boosting the perpendicular electric
ﬁeld strength by an order of magnitude. The absence of
signiﬁcant ﬁeld-aligned potential differences and ﬁeld-
alignedcurrents, despitethepresenceofverystrongper-
pendicular electric ﬁelds, has been an intriguing prop-
erty of subauroral ion drifts (Banks and Yasuhara, 1978;
Marklund et al., 1995) but can be explained simply by
a large return current Knight constant and the low con-
ductivity. The main ionospheric effect is a plasma drift
vd =E×B/B2. Such drift events are called subauro-
ral polarization streams (SAPS), or subauroral ion drift
(SAID) when the drift becomes more localized and in-
tense, in excess of 1km/s (Galperin et al., 1973; Smiddy
et al., 1977; Spiro et al., 1979; Rich et al., 1980; Fil-
ippov et al., 1984; Anderson et al., 1993, 2001; Puhl-
Quinn et al., 2007). The ionospheric ion and elec-
tron temperature is enhanced, while the electron con-
tent and conductivity tend to be low (Galperin et al.,
1986; Deminov and Shubin, 1988; Filippov et al., 1989;
Anderson et al., 1991; Rodger et al., 1992; Ober et al.,
1997; Figueiredo et al., 2004; Pr¨ olss, 2006), so that less
power is drawn from the generator. A range of diverg-
ing ﬁeld strengths exists (Karlsson et al., 1998); very
strong ﬁelds and the associated drifts might produce sta-
ble auroral red arcs as a consequence of the ion and
electron heating due to ion-neutral collisions (Hoch and
Lemaire, 1974; Foster et al., 1994; Moffett et al., 1998).
SAPS and SAID have substantial effects on the plasma-
sphere and the ring current, and on the overall conﬁgu-
ration of the inner magnetosphere (Foster et al., 1994;
Ober et al., 1997; De Keyser, 1999; Goldstein et al.,
2003, 2005; Gurgiolo et al., 2005; Foster et al., 2007;
Voiculescu and Roth, 2008).
4. For even stronger diverging electric ﬁelds, signiﬁcant
ﬁeld-aligned potential differences still can exist in nar-
row return current structures when there is a ﬁnite limit
to the current, such as in black aurora, leading to up-
ward acceleration of electrons (Marklund et al., 1994,
1995, 1997, 2001; Carlson et al., 1998). Most intense
diverging electric ﬁeld structures in the auroral zone
have indeed been observationally associated with re-
turn currents (Johansson et al., 2005). Because of the
low ionospheric conductivity, these structures tend to be
very thin (1km scale).
In the light of these ﬁndings, it is not surprising that low-
altitude satellite missions, such as Freja, found predomi-
nantlystrongdivergentelectricﬁelds(Marklundetal.,1995):
Converging magnetospheric electric ﬁelds are efﬁciently
smoothed through the existence of the ﬁeld-aligned potential
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difference, while wide diverging electric ﬁeld structures sim-
ply map down to the ionosphere (strengthened by the map-
ping factor) and narrow diverging ﬁelds do get smoothed by
a ﬁeld-aligned potential drop, but this potential drop appears
to be at least partially below the low altitude satellite orbit
as it must be able to extract electrons from the ionosphere
(Vedin and R¨ onnmark, 2005).
Simple local electric potential variations, embedded in a
broader environment, can create a diversity of ionospheric
features at multiple length scales. The examples of Sect. 6
show that the scales can even be ﬁner than the scales of
the magnetospheric potential structures; the electron gyro-
radius would of course be the smallest possible scale. The
quasi-static model presented here ascribes the wide vari-
ety of observed arc thicknesses in the large- to meso-scale
range (Borovsky, 1993; Knudsen et al., 2001; Dahlgren et al.,
2008) to gyroradius-dependent properties of the magneto-
spheric generator, to intrinsic length scales of the current
system as determined by the ﬁeld-aligned currents and the
ionospheric conductivity, and combinations thereof. The so-
lutions indicate how adjacent regions of upward, downward,
and zero currents often co-exist, something that is commonly
observed (L¨ uhr et al., 1994). Clearly, the ionospheric signa-
ture of a local magnetospheric electrostatic structure depends
strongly on the broader electrostatic conﬁguration.
The magnetospheric electric ﬁelds discussed in the present
paper require an electromotive force in the form of a mag-
netospheric generator (as in Lyons, 1980, 1981; Roth et al.,
1993; De Keyser, 1999; Echim et al., 2007, 2008, 2009).
First and foremost, converging and/or diverging electric
ﬁelds may reﬂect convection. Since the magnetospheric
convection is driven by the solar wind–magnetosphere in-
teraction, the solar wind is the source of the energy dissi-
pated in the ionosphere in auroral phenomena. Magneto-
spheric ﬂow shears are expected, for instance, on closed ﬁeld
lines near the plasmasphere and near the edges of plasma-
spheric plumes, especially when hot plasmasheet plasma is
injectedintheinnermagnetosphereduringasubstorm(McIl-
wain, 1974; Newell and Meng, 1987; Baker and McPherron,
1990), and in the low latitude boundary layer where the an-
tisunward ﬂow of magnetosheath plasma interfaces with the
magnetospheric plasma (Lundin and Evans, 1985; Feldstein
et al., 2001; Echim et al., 2008), but also in the plasmasheet
(Galperin and Feldshtein, 1989; Baumjohann et al., 1990;
Angelopoulos et al., 1992; Chen et al., 2000; Figueiredo
et al., 2005; Hamrin et al., 2006; Marghitu et al., 2006; Lil´ eo
et al., 2008; Johansson et al., 2009). A second type of electric
ﬁelds are charge separation electric ﬁelds, possibly strength-
ened by the presence of shear ﬂows, especially at interfaces
between cold (plasmasphere/plasmatrough or lobe) and hot
(plasmasheet) plasmas, as invoked for discrete arc and sub-
auroral ion drift generators (Ejiri et al., 1980; Feldstein and
Galperin, 1985; Yeh et al., 1991; Roth et al., 1993; Lemaire
et al., 1998; De Keyser et al., 1998; De Keyser, 1999, 2000;
Johansson et al., 2006; Echim et al., 2007); such ﬁelds are
capable of creating ﬁne scale structure. Charge separation
ﬁelds are typically produced at an interface between plasmas
with different temperatures or composition: Because their
gyroradii are different, exact charge neutrality is impossible
to achieve in the interface (Roth et al., 1996). The resulting
electric ﬁeld structures scale with the hot particle energy, and
imprint the gyroradius scale lengths on the magnetospheric
electric potential proﬁle and thus on the aurora associated
with it. The corresponding spatial scales match the 1–10km
width of meso-scale discrete arcs. The sense of the charge
separation electric ﬁeld is determined by the relative posi-
tion of the hot and cold plasmas; this can explain, for in-
stance, the predominantly westward ion drift in SAPS and
SAID (De Keyser, 1999). Finally, inductive electric ﬁelds
are short-lived and do not matter in a quasi-static regime.
An aspect that has not been addressed here is the modiﬁca-
tion of the magnetospheric generator as soon as the auroral
current system is closed. The generator depicted in Fig. 1
is associated with a tangential discontinuity interface. But
once a load is attached to the voltage generator, the ﬁeld-
aligned currents ﬂowing to and from the ionosphere tend to
destroy the charge distribution in the interface. One aspect
of this modiﬁcation are, for instance, the upward accelerated
ionospheric ion beams observed in precipitating electron re-
gions or farther out in presumed generator regions such as
the plasmasheet boundary layer, or, conversely, the upgoing
electron beams in return current regions (Parks et al., 1997,
1998; Carlson et al., 1998; Chen et al., 2000; Echim et al.,
2009). The loaded generator is not too much different from
the unloaded one, however, if the structure is able to regen-
erate itself continuously. It can be veriﬁed (see Roth et al.,
1993; De Keyser, 1999) that the particle losses can be replen-
ished rather easily by a small normal ﬂow toward the inter-
face; as long as the replenishment is maintained, the structure
is quasi-static. The generator in the loaded circuit then can
no longer be a strict tangential discontinuity, as it drives a
current IG across the ﬁeld lines.
An important open issue is the question how to reconcile
the electrostatic picture, which seems to agree pretty well
with a host of observations, with the kinetic Alfv´ en wave
description, which is also supported by observations. Of
course, Alfv´ en waves must play a role in setting up an elec-
trostatic conﬁguration, since they communicate the magne-
tospheric ﬁelds to the ionosphere (e.g. R¨ onnmark and Ham-
rin, 2000). A promising description is that of aurora in
terms of stationary inertial Alfv´ en waves (Knudsen, 2001).
Waves can be provoked by a feedback instability that can
structure auroral arcs (see, e.g. Atkinson, 1970; Sato, 1978;
Lysak, 1986, 1991; Lysak and Song, 2002). Alfv´ en waves
can mediate the parallel currents and electric ﬁelds on au-
roral ﬁeld lines, including standing Alfv´ en waves in ﬁeld
line resonances (Lee et al., 2001; Prakash and Rankin, 2001).
Counter-propagating particle beams in or above the acceler-
ation region can excite various types of waves. Enhanced
wave activity might also play an essential role in providing
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thediffusionorpitch-anglescatteringthatisneededforkeep-
ing the loss cone populated and regenerating the magne-
tospheric interface structure, thereby affecting the current-
voltage relation (e.g. Schriver, 1999; Swift, 2001).
This paper has not dealt with the impact of ionospheric dy-
namicsonthe auroral currentsystem. Nevertheless, itisclear
that the effects of ion–neutral collisions and neutral winds
may be important. Ion drag and Joule and particle precipita-
tion heating may set up a thermospheric buoyant circulation
(Walterscheid et al., 1985). Lyons and Walterscheid (1986)
have supplemented the current continuity equation with a
one-dimensional neutral wind model and found that the neu-
tral wind due to the ion drag does not affect the resulting
arcs very much; however, in the presence of neutral cross-
arc winds the situation might be different (Walterscheid and
Lyons, 1992). Neutral winds may, in fact, through ion-
neutral collisions, modify the magnetospheric electric ﬁeld.
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